ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION 1
Predicting traffic demand becomes essential for policy makers to understand what may happen in 2 the future in the road network. For instance, road congestion happens in a special time and day, 3 such as the peak hours, bad weather and festivals. Consequently, authorities want to predict the 4 travel volume during these special events, so as to alleviate congestion. 5
The concept of traffic demand is derived by trip generation in transportation planning. It 6 addresses the issue of production and attraction between two zones, represented by origin 7 destination (OD) pairs. The vehicles travelling on among OD pairs to fulfill demand are usually 8 assumed to be homogenous and the trips of each vehicle are taken to be separated. However, trips 9 of vehicles in reality are inter-related. One vehicle may appear in the time dependent OD-matrices 10 several times a day, according to their schedules or travel plans. Commuters travel from home to 11 work in the morning and back home in the afternoon. Trucks with multi-tasks drive every day 12 from distribution center to a store and later to a port area, for instance. The drivers have to find a 13 resting area after two-hour driving, according to the rule. Actually, the traditional definition of 14 OD matrix lacks a behavioral basis and trip-based model structure (1) . This setup ignores the 15 behavioral fact that people plan ahead and choose attributes of each trip (including mode, 16 destination, and departure time) while considering the entire trip chain, not each individual trip 17 separately (1) . For traffic engineering, the dynamic OD-matrices are mainly taken as inputs to the 18 dynamic traffic assignment, generating traffic flow on each link. Loop detectors as a unique 19 observation instrument on the highways are used to capture the road network information, to 20 calibrate traffic simulation and to further estimate the OD-matrices. Thus, one reason of the 21 ignorance of the trip chain in the OD-matrices could be argued from the anonymous loop detector 22 data, with which vehicles cannot be identified. 23
Meanwhile, another research stream of travel activity-based research digs into the 24 individual travel behaviors, such as activity schedule and travel choice. Jones et.al. (2) provide a 25 comprehensive definition of activity analysis as: it is a framework in which travel is analyzed as 26 daily or as multi-day patterns of behavior, related to and derived from differences in life styles 27 and activity participation among the population. They take care of the fact that travelers have 28 travel plans as a trip chain, such as from home to work and back (3). Survey data (4, 5) is the 29 main information sources supporting this research. Although surveys may demonstrate some trip 30 chains of travelers, the sparseness of survey data is an issue restricting the presentation of travel 31 behavior. It is consequently hard to replace the OD-matrices by the patterns of behavior as the 32 input of dynamic traffic assignment. Thus, the scope of the patterns of behavior research is 33 normally limited to the demand side, ignoring the road network. 34
Due to the conceptual differences and the data capture limitation, there is no link between 35 the OD-matrices in transportation planning and the trip chains in the behavior activity-based 36 research, although many similarities and potential benefits have been shown (1, 2, 3) . In order to 37 fill the gap, we introduce the concept of Origin Destination Tuple (ODT) to represent traffic 38 demand. A tuple as used in set theory is a sequence of elements. An Origin Destination Tuple is a 39 sequence of OD pairs within a certain time period, representing the trip chain in the road network. 40
The traditional OD pair is obviously the simplest case of the OD tuple. However, introducing 41 ODT actually brings the extra challenge to estimate and predict the demand if measurement is 42 based on the link flows only. It is usually assumed that demand for traffic from origin to 43 destination act as an antecedent for the travel volume on links in the network. Since the number 44 of OD pairs is much larger than the number of links, the estimation problem becomes under-45 specified (6). In this respect, the use of ODT is definitely going to deteriorate the issue. 46
Fortunately, nowadays has seen massive advanced monitoring systems, such as 47 Automated Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) cameras and Bluetooth scanners, being installed 48 along the road network, which can identify individual vehicles. GPS navigation systems installed 49 in the vehicles record the exact routes of vehicles. These devices can deliver rich traffic 50 information, which is potentially useful to understand and even predict the trip chain of travelers 51 in the road network. The good usage of these advanced monitoring systems should decrease the 1 uncertainty of estimating and predicting OD-tuples. 2
The research questions arise how to connect the macro Origin Destination Tuple and the 3 micro activity-based level; how to predict the ODT; and how to fuse the multiple data sources to 4 reduce the uncertainty from ODT. 5
In the following section, the literatures of the dynamic OD estimation and prediction, and 6 the travel activity based model are reviewed. The methodology is presented in section 3. The case 7 study in section 4 illustrates the methodology. And Section 5 finalizes the paper with discussions. 8 9
LITERATURE REVIEW 10
In this section, the literature of dynamic OD estimation and prediction is reviewed, considering 11 the different methodologies and the diverse data combinations. Also, the papers related to the 12 travel activity based model are analyzed from the concept and data aspects. 13 14
Dynamic Origin-Destination Estimation and Prediction

15
There are three main methods to estimate and predict dynamic OD-matrices: least squares, 16
Kalman filtering and Bayesian method. Other methods that have drawn attention are entropy 17 maximization (7), variation inequality (8), gradient approximation (9) and Thompson estimator 18 (10). Most of the researchers use loop detector data, while some of the more recent researches 19 combine such with AVI data. The way that they apply the AVI data ignores the vehicle 20 identification, so trip chain in the road network is unaccounted for. Asakura (2000) , Zhou and Mahmassani (2006) Dixon (2002), Barcelo (2010) Van der Zijp (1997) Zhang and Qin(2010)-HorvitzThompson estimator
Loop , Survey Cascetta (1993) 25 Researchers apply least squares to minimize the deviation between historical OD-26 matrices and the estimated OD-matrices that fits the traffic flow best (11, 12, 13 Traditional OD-matrix estimation is the input of the road network with anonymous vehicles. In 24 contrast, the focus of the travel activity-based model is on the individual behavior. Both parts of 25 research have been left unconnected yet, due to either the research scope or the lack of individual 26 data in the road network. But actually there is some potential benefit to be reaped for integrating 27 two sides. Our research fills the gap between the two research streams through the concept of 28 OD-tuple and further predicts traffic demand. 29 30 31 3. METHODOLOGY 32 In this section, the concept of Origin Destination Tuple is elaborated, and then the Hierarchical 33
Bayesian Networks mechanism is applied to obtain the posteriori predicted Origin Destination 34
Tuple. Considering the stochastic feature of the model and the computation efficiency, Kalman 35 filtering in Gaussian space is used to get the mean and variance of ODT. For example, in the network of FIGURE 3, the traditional OD data for a whole day could 46 be 6000 vehicles for 34 and 5000 for 67. Actually among these demand data, there are 500 47 vehicles travelling with the trips of first 34 and then 67 as an ODT. Consequently, the 48 demand data should be with 3 OD tuples instead of 2 OD pairs: 5500 vehicles for 34, 4500 for 49 14, and 500 for 34~67. Additionally, the way to assign ODT to the network follow the 50 same rules as All-or-Nothing or Stochastic-User-Equilibrium, except that the mapping from loop 51 detectors should be multi-counted if vehicles pass the same link more than once during a certain 1 time interval. 2
In the short term, predicting ODT can help to better understand the interaction between 3 activity driven travel and real travel behavior in the network. For the long term, transport policies 4 such as road pricing or tolling system to improve the travel situations may refer ODT. 5 6
Hierarchal Bayesian Networks to Predict Origin Destination Tuple 7
Hierarchical Bayesian Networks represent the probabilistic dependencies between variables as a 8 directed acyclic graph, where each node of the graph corresponds to a random variable and is 9 linked by the conditional probability of that variable given the value of its parents in the graph 10 (27). 
20
Hyper-Parameter Level 21
The setup in the hyper-parameter level is first to have the individual trip chain from survey data. 22
After aggregating the travelers who have the same travel pattern, the aggregated trip chain can be 23 obtained. Since the aggregated trip chain is a sample data, up-scaling is carried out to generate the 24 a priori demand. 25
The individual activity trip chain , , , 
In order to represent this evolution process in a convenient way, we collect the demands 32 in different days into vectors as , ,
( , , , ) 
Further, setting 1 r   to have ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( )
In the extreme situation of predicting the demand in the far future  can be in the range of (0, 2) .
12 13 11 1 ( 1) 2 The Kalman filtering updating in our case follows four steps (28) to get the posterior 1 ODT at day d+1. 2 3
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Step 1: Initializing with the posterior at days d with normal distribution, having mean m d and 4 covariance d
Step 2 
Where, 11
Step 3: One-step forecast of flow data with mean 
Where, 1
Step 4: Posterior at day d+1 updating mean
Where, 
CASE STUDY ON A15 MOTORWAY IN THE NETHERLANDS 2
The proposed method is tested in a real network of a part of the A15 motorway (between entry 3 17 and exit 15 from east to west) in the Netherlands. There are seven highway sections, four 4 on-ramps as origins and four off-ramps as destinations. Loop detectors are installed on each 5 highway section. Cameras are on highway section 3, 4, and 6. 6 7 FIGURE 3 A15 Network in the Netherlands.
9
The travel survey of individual trip chain in this area is obtained from Statistics 10
Netherlands, including the departure time, travel pattern and so on. The travel patterns 11 information is used to understand the types of trip chain of these travelers within one day. 12
Besides the OD pairs in this network, two types of the trip chains are presented in the survey: 13 one is in3-out4 and then in6-out7; the other is in3-out5 and then in6-out7. 40% and 50% for each scenario. These probabilities represent the trust level of these 24 scenarios. For instance, people believe that scenario 1 is almost impossible to happen, thus 25 associated with the probability of 10%. 26
To demonstrate the behavior of the model, two tests are carried out. First, we 27 generate demand data with OD tuples based on the stationary weights within the designed 28 scenarios, and the second is the stationary weights beyond the designed scenarios. The first 29 test is to show that the multi-process model can help to find out the right scenario. The 30 second test is more realistic. In the real demand forecasting, people can design different 31 scenarios of weights, but the real weight is unknown and may not be included in the designed 32 ones. Thus, this test intents to examine whether the model can help to find out one scenario 33 which leads to best predicted demand. And for both tests, the contribution of cameras is 34 presented as well. 35 36 37 38 39
Test One: Stationary Weights within the Designed Scenarios 1
We generate the day-to-day demand of 500 days based on a certain dynamics in Equation 3 2 with the evolution variance of 1 ( the most recent real-time estimate receives relatively small weighting eventually (17). And 10 the ratio for camera is 10, implying that the camera flow data actually play a role with a less 11 randomness and a high accuracy. 12 After running the model in the situation with cameras plus loops and the one with 13 only loops, the probabilities of scenario 2 jump from 40% to 100% immediately and stay in 14 100%, as in FIGURE 4, while other scenarios will not happen although people believe them 15 with 10% and 50% at the beginning. It indicates that the proposed method of the Hierarchical 16
Bayesian Networks with the multi-process trend model is feasible to find out the exact 17 scenario as designed. 
22
Meanwhile, comparing the converge of the posterior demands, taking ODT3-4~6-7 23 for instance, the deviation of the posterior and true demands in scenario 2 with the solid lines 24 in FIGURE 5 converge the fastest among the scenarios in both situations with and without 25 cameras. FIGURE 5 also illustrates that the randomness of the deviations without cameras is 26 larger than the one with cameras. And with only loops installed, the posterior demands of 27 ODT3-4~6-7 with Scenario 1 and 3 even cannot converge to the true demand value because 28 of the randomness. 29 In addition, the absolute deviations in TABLE 2 (a) and (b) between true (generated) 6 demand and estimated demand in scenario 2, as the right scenarios to generate demand, are 7 expectedly much lower than the other two scenarios. The summation over the difference 8 ratios of real demand and posterior demand in scenario 2, as 0.04% and 0.05% in the 9 situations with and without cameras, are also much lower than the rest: 1.21% and 6.38% 10 from scenario 1; 0.35% and 1.93% from scenario 3. 11
Furthermore, cameras do play a significant role to predict demands. They help to 12 increase the prediction accuracy. In general, the absolute deviations with cameras and loo ps 13 are lower than the ones with only loops for all the scenarios. Especially for the ODTs 14 identified by cameras as marked in TABLE 2 (a) and (b), the predicted demands are the same 15 as the real demands in the situation with cameras. It is also indicated in FIGURE 5. 16
In a nutshell, the Hierarchical Bayesian Networks with the multi-process trend model 17 is able to reach the weight scenario with which the 500-day demand is generated. First, the probability of the weights in scenario 3 converges to unity, and for the rest 5 to zeros in both situations with and without cameras. It means that the weights in scenario 3 6 are able to lead the posterior demands to the most likely ones. 7
Second, even the designed weights do not include the true weights, scenario 3 with the 8 unity probability is able to lead the low summation of the difference ratios, in 
24
In a nutshell, the Hierarchical Bayesian Networks with the multi-process trend model 25 are able to find the scenario which achieves the lowest deviations between real (generated) 26 and posterior demand, even if the real scenario is beyond the designed ones. Cameras play a 27 significant role in this test. The deviations in the indicated scenario with cameras are much 28 lower than the ones without cameras installed, although they cannot reach zero deviati ons as 29 in the testing one. The convergence rate in the situation with cameras is much higher than the 30 one without cameras. 31 32 33
Summing up 34
The Hierarchical Bayesian Networks with the multi-process trend model is a feasible method 35 to find the right weight scenario with the lowest deviation between the real and posterior 36 demands. The path flows by cameras are very essential in the real situation, where the right 37 weights are not in the designed ones. Camera data result in the fast convergence and low 38 deviations. 39 1
CONCLUSION 2
There are three main contributions in our paper, which also answer the research questions in the 3 section 1. First, we propose the new concept of Origin Destination Tuple as the sequential 4 dependence of OD matrix, which fills the gap between the transportation modeling and the 5 activity-based model research. In order to connect these micro and macro levels, the kernel 6 density estimation is applied to smooth the probability density of the a priori demand. 7
Second, we take the advantages of the monitoring systems to identify the trip chain of 8 vehicles. The path flow from the identification devices such as cameras, significantly decrease the 9 uncertainty from the OD tuples, which brings more serious under-specified problem to the 10 estimation and prediction. The case study demonstrates that the path flow leads to the more 11 accurate prediction with the almost zero absolute deviation and also results in the fast 12 convergence of the predicted demand during the long term. 13
Third, the Hierarchical Bayesian Networks with the multi-process trend model is suitable 14 to predict demand. The method is able to find the right weight-scenario with the unity probability 15 and generate the lowest deviation between the ture and posterior demands. 
